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New York. A generation of artists is
making work that defies the heated
market and speculation. “Many artists
are being harmed and are frightened”
by a system that they feel benefits only
collectors and auction houses, says the
dealer Paula Cooper. Auction prices
that overheat have a tendency to go
cold, “interfering with their careers…
artists don’t know how to fight back”.
Increasingly artists from Wade Guyton
to Banksy are finding creative ways to
control their own markets. 

Artists may not always be able to
determine market value, but they can
control how much work they make.
Tactics include printing additional copies
of previously fixed editions, selling
anonymously at reduced prices and
even destroying sought-after works. In
May, Guyton printed copies of the inkjet
work Untitled (Fire, Red/Black U), 2005,
and posted an image of the reprints on
Instagram. That same week, the original
was being sold at Christie’s, New York,
with an estimate of $2.5m to $3.5m—
causing collectors to worry that the
artist was attempting to flood the mar-
ket and sabotage the sale. The following
month, Guyton supplied each of his
five galleries at Art Basel with nearly
identical monochromatic paintings.

(They all sold for $250,000 each.) 
Other acts of market interference

are even more overt. Banksy sold paint-
ings to unsuspecting tourists in New
York’s Central Park last year for $60.
Last Autumn, G.T. Pellizzi cut out and
sold sections of a wall-sized painting
by the square foot—forcing anyone

who bought the work also to
destroy it. 

These interventions “might
seem like biting the hand the
feeds you”, says the artist Tony
Fitzpatrick, who took a jab at
the “one percent” in his text
collage, Single-Malt, Botox, Money
and Assholes, 2012. But they give
artists a sense of agency as
their work goes into auctions

or art fairs. “I’ve always felt that this
[commercial] atmosphere robs artists
of their definition,” Fitzpatrick says. 

Some artists, meanwhile, resist the
market’s attempt to turn them into
brands by adopting pseudonyms. Jacob
Kassay, who is 30 this year and arguably
better known for his auction prices
than his work, is believed to paint
monochromes with the Swiss-born artist
Olivier Mosset under the name Henry
Codax. The alter ego—which a Christie’s
catalogue once attributed to Mosset
and Kassay despite the duo’s denials—
“is a way to inoculate themselves and
get some critical mojo back in the face
of a market that they can’t control”,
says the artist and blogger Greg Allen.

Not so original
There is precedent for this kind of be-
haviour. In the mid-1960s, four artists—
Daniel Buren, Michel Parmentier, Niele
Toroni and Mosset—imitated each oth-
er’s styles and signatures to confuse

collectors. Around the
same time, Carl Andre pro-
posed pricing his work ac-
cording to the income of
the buyer, while Sol LeWitt
insisted that certain draw-
ings be sold for under $100. 

In the 1970s, Hans
Haacke began requiring
collectors to give him a cut
of the profits when they
resold his work. (Artists are
entitled to a modest resale

royalty in the UK and dozens of other
countries, but the US has yet to approve
a similar law.) Haacke considers the re-
sale contract a “litmus test”: “I would
not like something I’ve worked on and
maybe made sacrifices for to end up in
the hands of just a speculator,” he says.

A high-class problem
Such provocations tend to spike during
boom years, when, says Olav Velthuis,
an associate professor of sociology at
the University of Amsterdam, artists
are “concerned about the type of people
buying their work and are upset that
they are not directly profiting from
the increase in value of their work”.

These concerns are exacerbated in
today’s market, where investors are
eager to flip works of art for maximum
profit. But is it really possible to fight
back? “Despite their best intentions to
the contrary, an artist has no control
over the market,” says the dealer and
collector Kenny Schachter. 

Indeed, some efforts stir up publicity
more successfully than they challenge
speculation. Despite Guyton’s reprints,
Christie’s sold the work within estimate,
for $3.5m. And as we went to press,
two works Banksy sold in Central Park
were expected to fetch more than
£30,000 each at Bonhams in London. 

Still, “at least someone is trying to
draw a line, however symbolic”, says
the Yale School of Art dean Robert
Storr. “Someone has to dissent, and it
is best if artists do this.” 
Rachel Corbett and Julia Halperin
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Banksy’s Avon and Somerset Constabulary, 2001, is included in a selling exhibition of the artist’s

work at the S2 gallery run by Sotheby’s. The show, “Banksy: the Unauthorised Retrospective” 

(12 June-25 July), has been organised by the artist’s one-time dealer Steve Lazarides
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Edinburgh graffiti (detail), assnapped by Tom Bolton in 2008
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Can artists 
control the market?

Artists take the market
into their own hands 
Tactics include printing extra works and rock-bottom sales

Modigliani drawings show
An exhibition of 16 drawings by Modigliani—
given to his first patron Paul Alexandre and
then by direct descent to the present owners—is
at London’s Harris Lindsay gallery (until 11 July).
The exhibition has been arranged by long-stand-
ing art adviser Richard Nathanson. The exhibi-
tion forms part of the newly-formed London Art
Week (4-11 July), the umbrella for the 50-plus
dealers participating in Master Paintings Week
and Master Drawings & Sculpture Week and the
associated auctions. The drawings range from
£28,000 to £650,000 and include this final
known study (right) for L’Amazone, 1909. M.G.

Wade Guyton made duplicates
of Untitled…, 2005 (left), before
its sale; above, $60 Banksys
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